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Nucleation Kinetics on Inhomogeneous Substrates: AlyyyAu(111)
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We report a quantitative atomic scale study of nucleation kinetics on an inhomogeneous su
Our model system, AlyAus111d-s

p
3 3 22d, reveals a distinct nucleation transition due to the repul

nature of surface dislocations. Whereas forT , 200 K Al adatoms are confined to quasipseudomorp
stacking areas experiencing a very small diffusion barriers30 6 5 meVd, at T . 200 K surface
dislocations, representing repulsive barriers ofDE ø 560 meV, can be surmounted. The resu
illustrate the significance of surface dislocations as repulsive line defects in nucleation and
[S0031-9007(99)08540-3]

PACS numbers: 68.55.–a, 61.16.Ch, 68.35.Fx, 81.10.Aj
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Molecular beam epitaxy of semiconductors and me
is frequently governed by the growth kinetics being de
mined by the competition between the adatom diffus
rates and the deposition flux [1]. Recent scanning tun
ing microscopy (STM) studies established the link betw
the activation energies of the related atomic displacem
processes and the resulting island densities, shapes
film morphologies [2]. Because of these experimental
various theoretical studies our understanding of the in
stages of thin film growth on both isotropic and anisotro
substrates improved considerably. These substrates
homogeneoussince adatom diffusion occurs exclusively
jumps between simple unit cells, i.e., the binding and
fusion energies remain invariant when the atom migra

However, many surfaces in nature show large scale
constructions, either in their clean state or they restr
ture during growth. In heteroepitaxy this restructuring
driven by strain often inducing complex patterns of
dered partial surface dislocations or moiré structures
Such surfaces belong to a class that we callinhomoge-
neous,since their structure and with it also their adato
binding and diffusion energies change on a much lar
length scale than that of individual lattice jumps. The
fore the diffusing adatom experiences a complicated
tential energy surface, where the migration barrier a
the degree of diffusion anisotropy depend on its po
tion within the large scale unit cell. While nucleation o
homogeneous substrates has been extensively addr
in experiment and theory, a quantitative investigation
diffusion and nucleation on inhomogeneous substrate
presently lacking. Several observations reported in
literature [4] suggest that dislocations can represent c
siderable repulsive barriers towards diffusing adatoms
which they may control nucleation and growth.

In this Letter we present the first quantitative study
the impact of surface dislocations on adatom diffus
and nucleation kinetics. We studied Al heteroepita
on s

p
3 3 22d-reconstructed Au(111) [5] as a functio

of temperature by means of variable temperature ST
In contrast to earlier room temperature studies with
Fe, or Co [6], we observe that the reconstruction lin
0031-9007y99y82(8)y1732(4)$15.00
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are repulsive towards diffusing Al adatoms, and th
there is no preferred nucleation at the elbows of
chevron reconstruction. Recent results for NiyAu(111)
indicate that the preferential nucleation at elbows is d
to thermally activated surface atom exchange [7]. W
the present experiments the pure adatom diffusion at
substrate temperature is studied.

The experiments were performed in a UHV cha
ber equipped with a variable temperature STM [8]. T
Au(111) single crystal surface was prepared by cycles
Ar1 sputtering (1 mAycm2, 700 eV) at 300 and 1000 K
annealing [5]. Al was evaporatedin situ from a Knud-
sen cell at background pressures below5 3 10210 mbar.
Auger electron spectroscopy revealed the absence of
taminations for Al films as thick as 10 ML [1 monolaye
(ML) corresponds to 1 Al atom per Au substrate atom
STM data were acquired isothermally to or at lower te
peratures than deposition.

A series of STM images characterizing the submo
layer nucleation of Al on Au(111) as a function of su
strate temperature is reproduced in Fig. 1. The isla
density decreases with increasing deposition tempera
due to the increasing mean free path of diffusing adato
prior to creation of a nucleus. This decrease is discont
ous with three distinct nucleation regimes. Up to 200
large temperature changes induce only small variation
the island density. The islands are homogeneously
tributed on the substrate terraces, in contrast to obse
tions of site specific nucleation [6,7]. The island dens
then drops rapidly in the range from 200 to 245 K. F
temperatures exceeding 245 K, a third nucleation reg
is identified by an even stronger island density fallo
with temperature. Each of the three nucleation regim
exhibits Arrhenius behavior, which is reflected by thr
different slopes in the corresponding representation of
island densities in Fig. 1(f). The island densities we
acquired at 0.10–0.15 ML and thus represent satura
island densitiesnx [9]. On isotropic substratesnx is re-
lated at low temperatures to the ratio of the surface
fusion constantD to the deposition fluxF by the scaling
law nx  hsDyFd21y3 (result from mean-field nucleatio
© 1999 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. STM images [(a)–(e)] showing the evolution of islan
density, size, and shape as a function of temperature for Al
position onto Au(111) [Q  0.1 ML, F  3.1 3 1024 MLys;
because of the large scale the substrate reconstruction is
resolved; note the change in scale between (b) and (
(f ) Arrhenius plot of saturation island densitiesnx (in units
of islands per lattice site) derived from a statistical analysis
a series of STM images for each temperature. The inset rev
the coexistence of the Au(111) reconstruction with Al adato
islands atT  150 K sQ  0.04 ML d.

theory for a critical cluster sizei  1, whereh ø 0.25
[2,9]). Whereas the lowest-temperature branch in the
rhenius plot can be reconciled with such a picture (see
low), the rapid island density falloffs atT  200 K and
T  245 K cannot be understood in terms of nucleatio
on a homogeneous substrate. This signals thermal ac
tion of other atomic processes.

The determination of the respective substrate structu
and island size distributions provides additional insig
-

ot
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into the nucleation transitions: The Au(111) chevron str
ture prevails for Al deposition up to 240 K [cf. Fig. 1(f)
Accordingly, helium atom scattering (HAS) reveals an u
perturbed Aus111d-s

p
3 3 22d diffraction pattern for Al

deposition up to 230 K [10]. For adsorption below th
temperature the island size distributions closely resem
those for a critical nucleus size ofi  1 [cf. Fig. 2(a)]
known from scaling theory and simulations on isotrop
and anisotropic lattices [11]. Since density-functional th
ory also demonstrates high stability of Al dimers [Eb ø
0.53 0.56 eV on Al(111)] [12], we conclude thati  1
for T , 230 K. Hence the drastic change in slope by
factor of 16 atT  200 K is not due to a change in criti
cal nucleus size. Rather it must be related to a cha
in the diffusivity of adatoms. In contrast, forT $ 245 K
a substrate symmetry change occurs. STM data reve
poorly ordered dislocation pattern with sixfold symmet
[13], again corroborated by HAS [10]. The island si
distributions forT $ 245 K are bimodal [cf. Fig. 2(b)].
They are dominated by the curve expected fori  0 which
signals surface atom exchange [14], eventually leadin
Al-Au surface alloy formation [13].

Since the reconstruction remains unperturbed be
ø240 K the diffusivity change at 200 K must have an o
gin, which escapes from standard descriptions of nu
ation and growth. Our data indicate that the aluminu
islands are mostly located in the quasipseudomorp
stacking areas, off from the Au(111) reconstruction c
rugation lines. Apart from this, however, there is n
preferred nucleation at any particular site [see the homo
neous spatial distribution of islands in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b
These observations signal that the partial surface dislo
tions of the reconstruction repel diffusing Al adatoms. T
200-K change in slope in the Arrhenius representation
nx appears at a density, where the mean island dista
is 22 atoms [upper dashed horizontal line in Fig. 1(f
This corresponds to the periodicity of the reconstruct
and thus suggests an increase in diffusivity related

FIG. 2. Normalized island size distributions from STM da
(a) Pure adatom nucleation withi  1 scaling on the naturally
reconstructed Au(111) surface for temperatures up to 230
Island size distributions are compared to scaling theory
isotropic lattices (curve). On anisotropic lattices, the maxim
shifts slightly to the left and its height increases [11], tren
which agree well with the present distributions. (b) Bimod
island size distribution dominated by ani  0 scaling behavior
induced by substrate structural transformation and surface a
exchange for temperatures exceeding 245 K.
1733
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diffusion over dislocations representing repulsive barrie
Below 200 K, where the island density is high, Al adatom
are hence confined to the quasipseudomorphic stackin
eas. Whenever they move towards a dislocation they
reflected, however, they are free to move parallel to
dislocations. Above 200 K the island density reache
threshold, where adatoms must have diffused over di
cations which leads to a change in the effective diffus
barrier.

A straightforward analysis of the Arrhenius plot ofnx

in terms of scaling laws is obstructed by the inhomog
neous nature of the substrate. There are mean-field mo
for heterogeneous nucleation in the presence of attrac
or repulsive point defects [15], however, for the repuls
line defects in the present system there is no theore
treatment so far. Hence we adopted a kinetic Monte C
(KMC) model [16] to simulate diffusion and nucleation o
the complex potential energy surface experienced by a
adatom on the reconstructed Au(111) surface. The mo
incorporates two partial dislocations pers

p
3 3 22d unit

cell [Figs. 3(b) and 3(c)]. Effective medium theory calc
lations for PtyPt(111) [17] indicate that the adatom pote
tial is affected within a range of several atomic distanc
around the dislocations. Accordingly, we selected the b
riers for diffusing up,Edl", or down,Edl#, a dislocation in

FIG. 3. (a) Comparison of experimental island densities
KMC simulations. A good fit is obtained forEm  30 meV
sn0  2 3 103 s21d, Edl"  350 meV sn0  2 3 1013 s21d,
and Edl#  210 meV sn0  2 3 1011 s21d. (b) and (c): The
KMC model incorporates two partial dislocations as li
defects over64 sites. For simplicity, in the model the
dislocations run along the close-packed atomic rows. For
atom at a dislocation we selectEm for the two jump directions
parallel to the dislocation,Edl" for the two jumps towards
the dislocation, andEdl# for the two jumps away from the
dislocation; in the quasipseudomorphic stackingEm holds in all
jump directions (with correspondingn0, respectively).
1734
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a range of64 atomic distances left and right from the dis
location center. For adatoms in the quasipseudomorp
stacking areas, and for jump directions parallel to the d
locations, we selected the barrier for terrace diffusionEm.
The diffusion barrier therefore depends both on the ada
position and the jump direction, a general feature of inh
mogeneous substrates. Different attempt frequenciesn0
can be associated with each atomic displacement proc

Using this KMC model a systematic search was p
formed to find an optimal parametrization providing
satisfying fit to the Arrhenius plot in the range of100 #

T # 245 K [see Fig. 3(a)]. Although the transition
between the two slopes at 200 K is less abrupt in
simulations, the asymptotic slopes agree well with the
perimental line fits. The main results deduced fro
the simulations are as follows. Three diffusion rat
are involved, the rate to move up,Ddl", or to descend a
dislocation,Ddl#, and the terrace diffusion rate,D. As
islands are not observed on top of dislocations,Ddl# must
be the largest rate at all temperatures enabling adat
deposited on top of dislocations to descend. The cha
in slope at 200 K implies a continuous transition in the ra
limiting diffusion process, fromD . Ddl" at T # 200 K
to D , Ddl" at T . 200 K. Up to 200 K the adatom
motion is hence dominated byD, and the slope of lognx

vs 1yT directly yields the barrier for Al diffusion in the
quasipseudomorphic stacking areas of Au(111), which
determined from the KMC simulations toEm  30 meV.
This rather small value compares well with theab initio
resultEm  40 meV for Al(111) self-diffusion [12]. The
absolute values of the island densities observed in exp
ment imply a surprisingly small prefactor for Al diffusion
on Au(111) of n0  2 3 103 s21 [18]. Analyzing the
slope (and intersection) within mean-field nucleati
theory yields an identical barrier ofEm  30 6 5 meV
(and a prefactor ofn0  7 3 10361 s21). A mean-field
treatment of anisotropic diffusion yields a slightly larg
barrier of Em  40 6 7 meV. The agreement of both
mean-field values with that from the KMC model indicat
that for T , 200 K the system is well described by
homogeneous model with quasi-isotropic diffusion bei
rate limiting. Apparently, the occasional reflections
dislocations do not significantly distort the density scalin
By contrast, the slope forT . 200 K reflects the perturba-
tion of diffusion due to the dislocations. It is parametriz
in our model byEdl"  350 meV sn0  2 3 1013 s21d,
and Edl#  210 meV sn0  2 3 1011 s21d, respec-
tively. The effective barrier for dislocation crossing
the difference in total adatom binding energy betwe
quasipseudomorphic sites and adsorption sites on
of the dislocation. This energy difference amounts
DE  4sEdl" 2 Edl#d  560 meV in accordance with the
16 times larger slope observed above 200 K [19].

The multitude of atomic processes entering through
substrate transformation and adatom exchange atT .

240 K obscure a quantitative analysis of this regim
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Nevertheless, the bimodal size distribution [Fig. 2(
can be interpreted qualitatively. The peak correspond
to large island sizes is reminiscent of an additio
nucleation mechanism taking place in the very initial sta
of deposition. Since the AlyAu(111) system is unstabl
towards alloy formation, it is attributed to preferent
atom exchange at special sites [7]. Consequently
large islands nucleate in the beginning of the “transi
regime,” where the linearly increasing monomer dens
n1 is very low [20]. The mean free path of Al adatom
is thus high and they easily attain the special sites. Th
early nuclei grow in the course of further deposition un
with increasing monomer density nucleation of adat
islands sets in. This rapidly diminishes the mean f
path. Hence nucleation and growth of adatom isla
dominate in the “steady state regime” of the monom
density [20].

In conclusion, by analysis of temperature dependen
land densities with realistic KMC simulations, the com
plex potential energy surface experienced by an
adatom on the Aus111d-s

p
3 3 22d surface was derived

The repulsive nature of the partial dislocations of
Au(111) reconstruction leads to adatom confinemen
low temperatures and drives a nucleation transition
temperatures exceeding 200 K. It is believed that such
fects are of general importance for heteroepitaxial gro
or for homoepitaxial systems that are unstable towa
reconstruction.
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